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Sal Arnuk Planned Remarks

Thank you esteemed members of the Investor Advisory Commission for inviting me to participate in today’s meeting.

As I understand it the main purpose of this panel is to discuss Best Execution in a post Reg NMS environment. Best Ex is near and dear to my heart, and has defined my role in the financial industry for my entire career, dating back to my early 1990s employment at Instinet – “the World’s First Electronic Broker.” I have worked as an agency institutional broker well before Reg NMS was ever conceived – in a quote-driven market with a single “ECN” added in, then two, then a half dozen. I have also worked for two decades at the firm I co-founded, Themis Trading, in a post-Reg NMS order-driven market. My entire career has been dedicated to serving institutional money managers representing the overwhelming majority of long-term investors our markets are charged to serve.

Best Execution is an evolving and complex concept. How it applies to a retail order of 12 shares of Palantir is very different than how it applies for a money manager’s order of 500,000 thousand shares of Palantir.

The key to Best Ex for a retail 12 share order is an execution consistent with real time market conditions against actual available liquidity. Terms like Price Improvement (PI) and the National Best Bid Offer (NBBO) are commonly used, but there are problems with those terms. The NBBO is typically thin for most stocks, and using it as a benchmark for Best Ex doesn’t account for available odd-lots and hidden liquidity within the NBBO. The NBBO is also stale. There are multiple pricing feeds, or views of the markets, and Exchanges make massive amounts of money selling speed and access, so that there is a built-in arbitrage subsidy between real-time views of the market, and an ever so slightly stale public view of the markets.

The key to my achieving Best Ex for my larger investors clients is a different matter entirely. My achieving Best Ex for my clients depends on how well I can source liquidity in a fragmented web, and mitigate price impact, which we try to do by being unpredictable and controlling the degree of interaction with very short-term traders. My performance is typically measured by how much I am affecting the stock price, since it is unlikely my client can buy 500,000 shares of anything within the confines of a thin-crust NBBO – an NBBO that presents enough challenges as it is for retail orders.

Let me illustrate, please. Here is a liquidity profile of Palantir:
Over 50% of the liquidity is executed by a handful of high-speed firms off-exchange – through bilateral PFOF relationships and captive order flow. All Stock Exchanges together trade about 43%. All dark pools together trade about 5% - UBS is the largest at 1.23%

Where should I trade my client’s 500,000 share order? On IEX? On the NYSE? In UBS’s dark pool? Should I start a bilateral relationship with Citadel, where they know that every time I send them a part of my order, there is usually stock behind? Should I use a systematic predictable algorithm? What % of volume participation rate should I aim to execute at? At what price levels should I be aggressive, and what price levels should I be extremely passive? How do the above destinations treat my client’s order when I rest there? Where should I rest first? Last? What order and matrix should I route in? Am I being predictable? What is a natural amount of expected price impact for my order?
How I deal with the above questions is how I achieve Best Ex for my client - and the situation differs for every stock, every single day. Defining Best Ex in the institutional world I operate in is not simple at all. Heck it isn’t even simple in the retail world, as the Meme Stonk Craze lays testament to.

Perhaps because of the complexity of our modern markets, Themis has always believed the best way to regulate “the right thing” and “fairness” is by eliminating conflicts of interest where possible. Banning Payment for Order Flow (PFOF) is one principal we have urged our regulators to adopt going back a decade. It would elegantly guide our equity markets to a natural state of supply and demand, price discovery, and proper market fragmentation, in a way that specific and complex rule-writing could never do. Banning PFOF, in dark and in public markets, would result in public markets that are more diverse – with participation from market makers, prop traders, retail investors, and institutional investors. And those diverse public markets would be deeper and more robust, in good times and in times of market stress. Banning PFOF would greatly reduce the segmentation that is occurring currently, for the benefit of a few firms, and at the expense of investors.

I look forward to answering any questions you may have for me today.
I appreciate the opportunity to address the SEC’s Investor Advisory Committee as part of its panel on Best Execution. I have been a long-time Professor of Finance at Carnegie Mellon University’s Tepper School of Business. An important area of my academic expertise is market structure and trading. For example, I was a member of the SEC’s Equity Market Structure Advisory Committee from 2015 through 2017. I served as the Commission’s Chief Economist from 2004 to 2007, a period which included the adoption and implementation of Regulation NMS, the conversion of the New York Stock Exchange into a for-profit exchange and the end of its specialist system, and the founding of FINRA.

The nature of Best Execution responsibilities of market participants has been surprisingly complex in light of the evolution of trading technology and our regulatory system. My remarks highlight several facets: the NBBO, Regulation NMS and the trade-through rule, fees and rebates in trading and make-take pricing, rebate pricing tiers, proprietary data and pricing power by the exchanges, latency and the geography of trading and post-trade opacity. These raise a variety of questions about the meaning of Best Execution. Perhaps the ambiguity in meaning reflects the Commission’s desire to allow Best Execution responsibilities to evolve organically, along with technology and the trading process. At the same time, the amorphous nature of Best Execution makes it difficult for market participants to internalize their responsibilities and for regulators to enforce clear standards.

While Regulation NMS has facilitated the electronic evolution of equity markets and originally helped end the entrenched monopolistic specialist system that predominated equity trading, it is striking that NMS, including the trade-through rule and the system of make-take pricing used by
many exchanges is at the core of the complexity of our trading system. In fact, NMS came about because of concerns by the Commission about whether broker-dealers were fulfilling their Best Execution duties, but the Commission’s response was to impose responsibilities on the exchanges rather than broker-dealers by requiring a trade-through restriction through exchange linkages as a partial substitute for Best Execution, though only at the “tops” of the order book—adding significantly to the complexity of market structure. To the extent that there is an agency problem in order routing, then the trade-through rule could have the potential to improve routing, as alternatively would greater focus on Best Execution. However, the trade-through restrictions, which focus upon facilitating small trades, also have the potential to increase execution costs for institutional orders, such as mutual funds.

In a presentation to the IAC two years ago I highlighted the impact of rebate pricing tiers using large numbers of alternative tiers and somewhat customized pricing within our system of fees and rebates.¹ This clearly seems designed to price discriminate under reasonable assumptions about the form of exchange costs, i.e., the costs depend upon total activity, but do not depend upon the distribution across broker-dealers. The price tiering is significant in terms of Best Execution because it encourages small brokers to use larger one for trading to obtain better rebates, arguably inconsistent with the requirement of the Exchange Act with respect to placing an undue burden on competition. Indeed, citing this problem specifically and my related paper,² three congressmen wrote to the Commission early last year suggesting a ban on pricing tiers.³ The case for such a ban

---

¹ Remarks of Chester S. Spatt, March 28, 2019, to the Investor Advisory Committee.
is even stronger than at the time of my presentation or the subsequent letter as the D.C. Circuit later overturned the SEC’s effort to study and potentially ban rebates after a market pilot. Of course, if the SEC had banned rebates, then the tiering issue would have been moot.

Another key feature of current practice is that the pricing tier achieved by broker-dealers and others routing orders is only determined at the end of the month and is not transparent to asset managers, in contrast to the tiering based upon pre-determined pricing in airline frequent flyer programs. In that spirit and in the aftermath of my earlier presentation the IAC itself called upon the Commission to require much stronger disclosure, but that has not progressed. This actually was a much weaker recommendation than those of the three congressmen. The unknown nature of the rebate rate leads to an agency conflict even for institutional investors and amplifies the agency conflict in order routing relative to the basic “make-take” structure.

I would reemphasize the earlier recommendations to the Commission. In my view it should seriously consider banning price tiers for rebates and absent that should implement much stronger disclosure requirements. This is an important issue in a Best Execution context.

Another important aspect of Best Execution is to what extent different market participants need to have access to various proprietary datasets to fulfill their Best Execution requirements or should the access to the data simply reflect the commercial preferences of various broker-dealers and asset managers? To the extent that particular data are required universally is there any advantage to not including it in the SIP? The issue of data that would be required for Best Execution is complex, in part, because of the market power of many of the providers of unique data, the range of proprietary datasets offered, the diverse business models for various intermediaries, as well as the locations of the various exchange data centers and trade reporting facilities.
Data are not uniformly available at all locations due to latency and the geographic structure of data availability. Yet much of the SEC’s regulatory framework, such as the meaning of the NBBO, the import of the trade-through rule and the underlying meaning of Best Execution largely abstract from latency frictions and the geographic structure of trading. The diverse geographic points at which prices are measured and the latency to identify and access liquidity are fundamental. Even with faster technology and assumed continuation of Moore’s Law, the geographic structure of trading and the physical constraint associated with the speed of light suggest that frictions cannot disappear in the limit. Given that and the importance of relative time in trading, latency is inherent and an important issue to address in the context of Best Execution.

With collaborators, I have recently been examining post-trade transparency, and the pattern of trading around the publication of trades. Our research highlights the difference in latency between off-exchange and exchange trading: we identify bursts of trading activity consistent with market participants learning about off-exchange trades from SIP broadcasts, but appearing to learn about on-exchange trades from faster proprietary feed broadcasts. The much slower response to off-exchange trading reflects greater post-trade opacity and latencies in reporting and the manner in which market participants utilize data. This highlights fundamental questions about the meaning of Best Execution in the presence of various latencies, including those associated with exchange vs. off-exchange trading. For example, what are the Best Execution responsibilities of various market participants in light of their potential knowledge of trading activity given the latencies?

The underpinnings of Best Execution, both conceptually, as highlighted by my remarks, and pragmatically from the perspective of the goals of the Commission require further attention.
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Introduction

I would like to thank Chairman Gensler, the Commissioners and the SEC Staff for inviting me to testify on this important topic, retail best execution. While I believe that while this topic has been widely publicized, and certainly at times heated, I do think that it is a topic deserving of greater attention, transparency, and insight.

What is best execution? Best execution is the process a broker goes through to find the best price for each and every client order. While the concept is clear, the implementation, transparency and process for achieving best execution is a challenge given that in May 2021, 213 billion shares were turned over via 1.3 billion trades transferring $10.9 trillion in proceeds with orders averaging only 160 shares for $8,216.

I am Larry Tabb, the head of market structure research for Bloomberg Intelligence, the research arm of Bloomberg. I have been at Bloomberg for a little over a year. I have no responsibility for sales, nor do I perform any consulting work. My only commitment is to put out thoughtful, interesting and accurate research. Our readers are the many Bloomberg terminal users who have access to our content and data. Prior to Bloomberg, I was founder and head of research and consulting of TABB Group, which I had sold via a management buyout in November 2016. TABB Group was a research and consulting company that provided financial markets research and advisory services to many firms in the industry including exchanges, dealers, institutional investors, market makers, ATSS, data providers, and industry-focused technology vendors. I was on the SEC Fixed Income Market Structure Advisory Committee, but I believe that group’s term expired in March, as well as the automated trading sub-committee of the CFTC Technology Advisory Committee (TAC). I am also a member of the National Organization of Investment Professionals, the Market Monitoring Group of the Institute of International Finance, and an advisory group member of the Digital Dollar Project.

At Bloomberg, I have written extensively on retail execution and have been able to compile hard to assemble data including, but not limited to, SEC-mandated 605 and 606 reports which detail retail execution quality and payment for order flow data that I do not believe can be found in aggregated form anywhere else. Some of that data will be used in this testimony.
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The Retail Execution Process

When an online or mobile-based investor decides to trade a U.S. equity, their order goes through their broker, who generally does not send it to an exchange or alternative trading system (ATS), it is shipped to one of a half dozen equity market makers. These market makers are typically called retail wholesalers. The wholesalers for the most part, internalize equity orders (options orders are executed on exchange), at a price at or better than the best prices displayed to the market, as defined by SEC Regulation National Market Structure (Reg. NMS).

Retail order flow is significant. Bloomberg estimates that the order flow driven by retail investors comprised approximately 24% of total U.S. equity shares traded (see Exhibit 1). The majority of this flow is sent to six wholesalers: Citadel Securities, Virtu Financial, G1 Execution (a division of Susquehanna International Group), Two Sigma Securities, UBS, and Jane Street Capital (see Exhibit 2). The one-sided flow (just the customer side of the orders) represented on these wholesalers’ 605 Reports equaled approximately 24.3% of total U.S Equity order flow from January through April 2021 at a time when the total amount of flow traded over the counter averaged approximately 45% (See Exhibit 3). This is historically high.

Exhibit 1

Retail Investor U.S. Equity Percentage of Market

Source: Bloomberg Estimate

The online/mobile retail brokerage order flow is sent to wholesalers in return for payment, called payment for order flow, or PFOF.
There have been many questions if these order flow payments create incentives to retail brokers to stimulate inappropriate trading activities and if the processes of paying for order flow compromises brokers’ best execution obligations.

I cannot answer these questions, however I can provide the Commission with information about the execution process, the services provided by these payments and best execution data represented in

**Exhibit 2**

| U.S. Equity Shares in Aggregate Executed by Wholesaler (2021) |
|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|
| 35.87                  | 22.83                  | 8.54                  | 4.53                  |
| Jan-21                 | Feb-21                 | Mar-21                | Apr-21                |
| Citadel Securities     | Virtu Securities       | G1 Execution/Susquehanna | Two Sigma           |
| 3.10                  | 1.85                  | 3.37                  | 4.25                  |

**Source:** Bloomberg

**Exhibit 3**

| U.S. Equities Off Exchange Volume (TRF) |
|----------------------------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|
| 39.6%                                  | 42.4%                 | 47.2%                 |
| Jan-20                                | Feb-20                | Mar-20                |

**Source:** Bloomberg
firms best execution / 605 reports and some recommendations for enhancing best execution as well as improving enhanced transparency on this process.

**Why Route To Wholesalers**

The U.S. Equity marketplace is complex. There are 16 regulated equity exchanges, 32 regulated ATSs or dark pools, and up to 223 brokers/market makers (as documented by FINRA), that internalize order flow. So there are up to 271 venues (since Oct 2019) to find the other side of a U.S. equity trade.

While there are many venues, creating a world class trading desk, is expensive. Besides technology, connectivity, analytics, market data, and traders, extensive infrastructure is needed as only a handful of brokers have meaningful U.S. equity market share.

The benefits of routing order flow to the largest wholesalers, six of which are included in this handful of meaningful execution firms, allow retail brokers to put these firms into competition to provide best execution (as well as order flow payments). If one wholesaler performs poorly, it is easy to reroute to another. This competition reduces the investments needed to build out a competitive trading floor and take these largest technology-enabled traders on, head to head.

To compete for this retail flow, wholesalers provide two major benefits: broker payments (PFOF) and client price improvement. Equity PFOF for the first quarter 2021 to the largest online brokers was $481 million (see Exhibit 4). Price improvement by the six largest market makers (which includes more firms than listed above), for the first quarter amounted to almost $1.2 billion (see Exhibit 5). While the sample set from these two analyses are not consistent, the amount of price improvement to investors represented in SEC 605 Reports substantially exceeds the amount paid to retail brokers the PFOF displayed by SEC 606 Reports.

---

**Exhibit 4**

Payment for Order Flow (PFOF) by Broker and in Total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jan-21</th>
<th>Feb-21</th>
<th>Mar-21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APEX</td>
<td>$163.8</td>
<td>$173.7</td>
<td>$143.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Schwab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity NFS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Brokers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD Ameritrade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Trade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity Brokerage Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tastyworks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Td Ameritrade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD Clearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TradeStation Securities Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webull</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: SEC 606 Reports, Bloomberg Intelligence*
Retail brokers don’t compete in the execution space, as having a trading desk is also a conflict, as a poor build-out or hiring the wrong staff can be a very costly. In addition, why compete when you can pit the most sophisticated traders to provide best execution for your clients?

In addition to obtaining better than market execution quality, retail brokers also get the most sophisticated market makers to represent their clients’ orders, have these firms guarantee execution quality, and if something goes awry, like the 2010 Flash Crash, the wholesalers make good on executed orders and compensate investors for market-based problems. This would not occur if brokers routed their orders directly to the market as exchanges have liability caps and fair access rules prohibit differentiated client service.

Order flow payments also enable brokers to waive retail brokerage commissions and while the $4.99 commission level that was popular before execution fees were eliminated was historically low, free is certainly less expensive than $4.99 a trade.

One may argue that the spread paid is a type of commission, as it is a trading cost. Many retail brokers use E/Q (effective/quoted spread) to measure execution quality. The average E/Q for March 2021 was 63.39% (see Exhibit 6). This means that the market maker captured 63.39% of ½ the spread with the inverse (36.61%) going to the retail investor. Given a penny spread, the market maker would capture 0.317 cent while the investor would benefit by 0.183 cent. In addition, of the 0.317 cent the market maker captures, approximately 0.15 cent is paid to the broker (in PFOF), leaving the market maker a net

Source: SEC 605 Reports, Bloomberg Intelligence
capture of 0.167 cent or a little less than what is provided to the client in improved execution costs (see Exhibit 7).

**Exhibit 6**
Effective/Quoted Spread Ratio By Market Maker

![Graph showing Effective/Quoted Spread Ratio By Market Maker](image)

Source: SEC 605 Reports, Bloomberg Intelligence

**Exhibit 7**
Example of Effective/Quote Spread on 1 Cent Spread Execution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bid</th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$20.005</td>
<td>$20.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Market Maker Captures $0.00317
- Market Maker Pays in PFOF $0.0015
- Market Maker Retains $0.00167
- Client Buys at $20.00817
- Investor Saves $0.00183

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence
Why Do Self-Directed Investors Get A Better Deal?

There is a lot of misinformation on why individual investors can be price improved over the best price shown to the marketplace. This occurs because of supply and demand and order segmentation. As we learned in Intro To Economics, price is a function of supply and demand. The more demand, the higher the price and the more supply, the lower the price. The same is true for U.S. equities. Larger orders impact supply and demand more than smaller orders. Order segmentation enables market makers to segment order flow by not accepting institutional, or orders from larger-sized firms, which are more likely to push prices up or down.

If the market maker has a vetted supply of smaller than average-sized orders (at the parent level), there is less likelihood that interacting with these orders will be detrimental. Conversely, the posted prices on exchanges need to be wider, given the other side of the trade may be for a market-moving order, or an algorithmic generated stream of smaller orders that will push prices up or down.

The price displayed to the market represents a party willing to interact with a supply of more market-impactful orders and needs to be wider to take into consideration these orders.

Exhibit 8
Effective/Quoted Spread Ratio By Trade Size

The impact of order size on execution quality can be demonstrated by analyzing E/Q statistics by order size, which is a component of SEC 605 Reports. For the four largest retail market makers, the best (smallest) E/Q was for the smaller order sizes, followed by each subsequent order size cohort, until the largest tier size 5,000 to 9,999 shares, which averaged an E/Q over 100, which signifies that it was executed at, or outside (over 100) the spread (see Exhibit 8).

Source: SEC 605 Reports, Bloomberg Intelligence
Eliminating the segmentation of smaller orders would push more retail orders into the market of institutional-sized orders, most likely giving them worse pricing. That said, this is my perspective and given measuring the amount of hidden liquidity in the market, or contingent liquidity that would appear if more retail orders would hit the market, is challenging at best and generally not possible, a major change of this sort could create unintended consequences.

The impact of bringing more retail flow onto the market causing spreads to improve is a valid theory, but does not take into consideration who would be trading against that flow. Would it be pension plans or asset managers, or would it be trading houses and hedge funds who have invested in highly sophisticated trading technology?

In either case, moving retail volume onto exchanges would be a transfer of wealth from self-directed and mostly less well-equipped individual investors to more well-equipped institutional investors, hedge funds and trading houses.

This is a policy decision that the SEC must contemplate.
Is This The Perfect Market?
While I have argued that the current process benefits individuals, retail brokers and market makers, is this the best market structure?

No.

Should We Have A Segmented Market?
While a unified market, in theory, obtains the best price for everyone as a whole, is a single price for all fair? Should the largest investors, spending the most on research, hiring the best skilled traders equipped with the most cutting edge tools, and courted by the sophisticated institutional brokers get the benefit of trading against the smallest, least equipped self-directed investors without a sophisticated partner to represent their orders? Who represents the self-directed trader, trading over a Wi-Fi connection or a mobile device?

De-segmenting the market would also mean getting rid of multiple exchanges, ATS, internalization and possibly block trades as well, as these are segmentation strategies. If we move in this direction, it would be a significant shift in market structure and regulatory policy.

Should We Ban PFOF?
Order flow payments do create incentives for brokers to stimulate trading. That said, so do commissions. When I started in the business (1980), a retail trade cost $200 a side or $400 per round trip. Before you bought or sold, you really needed to be committed to that trade. As commissions declined, opportunities and trading increased. Our current zero commission environment has just been a continuation of this 40-year trend and we shouldn’t be surprised when a broker begins offering clients payments to trade. Exchanges already do this through rebates.

Banning PFOF would create complications. Given self-directed retail orders have less market impact and better economics, they are valuable. If PFOF were to be banned, another mechanism would be developed to harvest these economics, with differing abilities to align economic value back to the self-directed investor. Exchanges are allowed to rebate for order flow and these rebate rules align to both marketable and non-marketable orders. Retail brokers could just send non-marketable orders to traditional markets, and marketable orders to inverted markets, clipping rebates of 15 to over 30 cents per 100 shares for both types of orders. This is much more than brokers receive through standard PFOF agreements. The brokers, however, would then capture all of the rebates, leaving investors without protection from being picked off, and most likely in a worse place.

Another model could entail packaging execution into a service, as a large market maker could package its routing software services, and provide the full economics back to the investor, while charging the broker for the service. This would most likely end with higher retail commissions, however a profit sharing agreement may fall within the guidelines.

Last but not least, if order flow payments were banned there could be non-transparent ways of securing order flow outside of regulators and investors’ view.

Should We Look to Foreign Markets?
A number of market participants point toward Canada and Europe, where order-flow payments are banned. While obtaining valid retail data in other markets is hard, remember Canada has broker
preferencing, which allows the broker to cut the execution queue to match one of their own retail orders. Europe is another challenging corollary given the lack of a retail investor user base. Many retail investors, especially in the U.K., use derivatives and spread betting to invest, as the U.K. stamp tax and European transaction taxes hinder retail trading.
Recommendations

Improve transparency.
We should start with better execution and order flow payment reporting as there are a number of transparency gaps the agency could fix that may not change the process but would provide greater insight and understanding.

Update 605 Reports.
SEC 605 reports have time increment buckets reflecting human scale. The timeliest bucket is 1 to 9 seconds. Most orders are executed within milliseconds if not microseconds. Reduce the time frames of these buckets. This will allow brokers to see how expeditiously their orders are being executed and benchmarked.

Price improvement is generated by market makers, not by brokers. Given different brokers have different arrangements with market makers as some firms like Fidelity and Interactive Brokers don’t accept equity payments while others do, providing insight on the price improvement by retail brokers would let investors see how well their brokers execute on their behalf.

Odd lots are also not included in the 605 reports as all orders under 100 shares are dropped. Given that odd lots for some stock pricing tiers is upwards of 50%, and no odd lot information hits the 605 reports, we don’t know if odd lots are being price improved or if they are being used to improve market maker profitability. Better reporting would shine a light on this area.

Improve Client Reporting
In a no-commission world, the spread is the fee. However, we don’t have any reporting on spreads. We could mandate that brokers/market makers snap the NBBO and the midpoint price and quantify this gap to show investors their spread cost. This would highlight how much investors actually paid for execution.

Improve Data Timeliness
Timeliness of the benchmark could be improved. Currently, the SIP is used to benchmark execution. Improving the timeliness of the SIP would tighten the benchmark. This, however, isn’t a major issue, given retail self-directed investors are mostly using internet-based data and execution mechanisms, so the price they are personally benchmarking to would most likely not be improved by using a direct feed, if execution quality is measured by what the investor sees at the time of order submission.

Odd Lots
While the SEC has a proposal on adding odd lots to the tape, the final version isn’t clear. Moving the round lot barrier to $250 means there will be fewer odd lots that make it to a retail investors’ market data screen. This hides more aggressively priced odd lots from retail investors. While the SEC mandated that all odd lots become part of Level 1 data, this definition is murky. Does it mean that sub $250 priced odd lots need to be displayed to investors or not? If they do, then there is a greater chance that market makers will not take advantage of this opaqueness. In addition if SEC 605 reports included odd-lots we could see as a cohort how well these trades were being priced.

Tighten Spreads
One of the barriers costing investors is the SEC mandate for penny spreads. While spreads are increasingly widening as stock prices rise, for actively traded lower priced shares the 1-cent barrier
keeps spreads for these stocks abnormally wide. It may be worthwhile to reduce the penny spread mandate to a tenth (0.001) or a fifth (0.002) of a cent. There is also the corollary that less liquid stocks with wider spreads may need larger minimums. Nasdaq proposed flexible tick sizes. The SEC should investigate this.

**Make Best Execution Demonstrable**

The way that we report best execution is antiquated. Retail investors use the SEC 605 Reports. While these reports are somewhat adequate (see above), they mostly look at market and marketable orders. They don’t look at limit orders. In addition, a number of markets, most identifiably Europe, have moved toward demonstrating best execution instead of just a de facto mandate. It may be time to push brokers, and not just retail brokers, toward a more demonstrable best execution framework that forces brokers to show investors how they satisfied their best execution mandates.
Conclusion

While there is much controversy about retail execution, the experience for retail investors isn’t bad. They are between 20 and 25% of the market and retail self-directed trading has grown approximately 25% since commissions have gone to zero and the pandemic has quarantined many at home. Do we expect volumes to remain heightened? Probably not, as we are seeing the level of OTC trading decline as the economy gets back on track. That said, with zero commissions, we do expect retail volumes to remain above 20% of the market.

The payment for order flow, price improvement, internalization process, isn’t pristine and certainly has conflicts. That said, most selling processes are conflicted – look no further than a grocery store accepting shelf-space payments for items placed at eye level, or Google putting ads at the top of query responses. We need to quantify the impact of firms’ best execution policies so investors, their broker and the regulators can make the appropriate decisions.

It would be beneficial for all if the exchange/displayed market was more conducive and less toxic to all orders, including retail. The increasing democratization of the market and lower trading friction is to blame for allowing larger and more technology-abled investors to get in and out with less intermediation and lower cost. Is this a bad thing? Probably not.

To fix this challenge, the first question we need to ask is; do we want to create a market for all? This would mean one market where all orders interact. While theoretically sound, we had this type of market before, and the operators of those markets did not evolve with the times. This is why the SEC wrote Reg. NMS.

If after consideration we decided to unify the market, it would be very impactful. Given what is good for retail would be good for institutions, moving to a unified market would require closing most exchanges, 32 ATS, and eliminating the ability of brokers to internalize flow, including block trades. This is a very drastic step.

We could ban order flow payments, but we would need to do this carefully as well, so other economic structures wouldn’t develop that provide similar macro-economic benefits but may harm various cohorts (brokers or investors).

In my opinion the best option would be to make the markets more efficient and transparent, and let market forces work. If spreads could be reduced, odd lots added, executions benchmarked, greater transparency, and better reporting provided, it would allow investors and their brokers to make better decisions. It would also provide academics, market structure analysts, and regulators with better and more accurate information to ascertain what is truly happening with customer orders.

Better data and a more efficient market should push more flow toward lit markets and provide greater insight into how orders are managed. These types of changes would certainly be much less impactful to market structure causing less drastic and less unintended change to a market that works very well for the vast majority of individual and institutional investors.
I would like to thank the Chairman, Commissioners and the SEC staff for giving me this opportunity to share my ideas about how to make the U.S. Equity markets better for not just self-directed retail investors but all.

Thank you.

Sincerely

Larry Tabb,
Head of Market Structure Research,
Bloomberg Intelligence
Bloomberg, LLP
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